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The paburab Etitning
PADUCAH KY.. THURSDAY EVENING. NOVEMBER 22. 1906.

VOL. XX. NO. 123

STORM ON LAKES
CAUSES DAMAGE

OFFICIAL REPORT ON HOUSE
Shows Republicans to Have Majority
of Fifty-Wed RePreoreitetheee

ANOTHER STATE
IS AFTER ISBELL

\Vashington, Nov, 22.— The first
official primed report on the membership of the house of representatives
Buildings' Blown Down In of the sixtieth congress has just been Charged With Horse Stealing
Issued by the clerk of the house. The
In Illinois.
Chicago And Elsewhere.
Republicans are shown to have a maiority of fifty-elght. The Republican
membership is 222, and the DemoGale on Lakes Was Anticipated and crtic membership 164. These figures Aged Presence Maitre No Defense
take into account the election
and I. Held to Grand Jury
of
Shipping Eseaped Injury
Charles McGavin, Republicao, over
Toasty.
From It.
Stanley Kunz, Democrat, from
the
Eighth Illinois district, recently reported by the official ttoard of caneln'HIGAN VISITED BY WIND.
FALSE PRETENSE'S ONE CARE
vassers.

•

I

Chicago, Nov. 22.— Thin city was
visited today by a severe rain, snow
and wind storm which did much dam:age in the (ley and in the suburbs.
la the business, section of the city, a
number of signs were blown down
ewe several pecitettFlans sustained
alight injuries.
The chimney of a building occupied
Sc a restaurant went
crashing
through the 'skylight causing a pante
arnAng waiters and patrons, who
fled wildly into the street. Several
people were severely bruised in the
crush.
The official figures given for the
velocity of the gale was 5frelfiles an
hour, but in the outlying deitricts
the wiud attained a speed considerably greater.
On the aides of the city barns and
'dards were unroofed and many were
blown -doerne" Pa Daces of flottlfla
cago the gale blew repeat into the
streets faster then the policeinesi and
firemen Could dear them away.
The plant of the Chicago Brewing
contemn)* at One Hundredth street
and.Cslumet River was considerably
damaged. At Eighty-foures Peace and
Bond avenue a newly completed
frame building in wbleb a number of
Men were working, was blown 'down
and the meg, all imprisoned in the
debris. Th•y were extriosted by firemen and all escaped with slight injuries
The damage to trees and
shrubbery le the parka and -the suburbs to very beav and ehatie treee in
all -sections a the city were levelled
WS* the geoaltd.
The gale was preceded by a rain
of 1.14 leases, falling within three
hours. During the greater part of the
afternoon the wind blew 55 miles an
hour, but by eveteng it had ',Link to
36 and the weather was rapidly becomae cold.
Many reports from points on the
Great lakes are that a heavy gale
caused mtieh damage, and while the
reports ere very mea,gre, considerable
loss of Me is feared.

un.

FELL IN RIVER

Hirrell. BLOWN UP; TWO KILLED
Fight Betneesi Feenehmen iumuI Italians Followed by Disaster.

SUN IS SHINING;
WATERS RECEDE

Grand Forks, B. C., Nov. 22.—
Following a fight In the Canadian
hotel at Niagara, a railway station
Busy Repairing
near
here,
yesterday,' between Railroads
Frenchmen and Italians, the hotel
Damage to Tracks.
was blown up by unknown persons,
who exploded three boxes of dynamite. Legit' King, aged 18, and an
N., ('. and St. I.. Sellit (nit ACCOMMO•
unknown Italian
were killed and
11811‘011 This Morning—l. t'. Renine persons were injured. One side
MUJIlet. It,. Itestular schedule.
of the building was demolished and
fire consumed the remainder of the
structure. Threats to blow up the
hotel were made after the fight.
OUT OP SHAPE.IN FAR SOUTH

10 CENTS PER WEEK
TOT HURT IN QUEST OF .

'''''TRAINING CLASS
FOR TEACHERS

(eel of 4 lean, Breaks Gismo of Show
Window and Is Injured.

St. Paul. Nov. 22--. Odessa Merrill, aged 4 saw a big doll behind a
showcase as she was walking slung
the street with her mother today, Established By Sunday School
and with a cry sprang forward to
Association
get It. The child didn't realize that
the doll was behind glass, and struck
the showcase with her head.
The Convention
Closest After Most bites
,
glass broke and Odessa fell, her face
esting antl Successful Session
scraping across a piece of jagged
of All.
glass, *latch almost cut off her nose.
She is lit her cot at home new, her
face bandaged
so that oni) two
OLD PRESIDENT P4 RE-ELECTED.
brown e”ei are visible.

INCREASE FORCE
BEFORE JANUARY

PRINTERS' FIGHT

Interesting and Instructive was the
John Isbell, charged evith stealing
Old $ol, after live days concealservIco last evening of the liteteracken
a horse from Campbell & Mac (Iowan
ment behind clouds, broke forth this
county Sunday /squad convent jun..
liveryman of Bowling Green. Is also
morning in all his glory. The mornThe speakera were E. A, Fox, genthought to be wanted in Illinois for
ing was cold and ice had formed In
HAS COST THEM
WHAREMASTER FRANK BROWN
NE.%ItIS SIX
eral eteeetary of the Kentucky Sunhorse stealing.
hallow gutters. A few clouds in the
MILLIONS OF DOLLARS.
HAS ACCIDENT.
day School aentsciation, and William
When he was presented on two
east were soon blown below the hoJ. Vaughan, field /worker for eastern
warrants, one charging horse steal- Police Board Will Not Delay rizon and the suit's appearance
made
Kentucky. Both *ere clear, 'bright
ing and the second obtaining money
ihe hearts of a patient public glad.
Plans A Moment
Twenty Feet of Ice Cold Water and by false pretenses, Isbell was cum
The temperature rose with the sun. Victory in Wnshingein and Philadel- and alive with eouseetrated enthusiasm. Mr. Fox has lost none of his
phia Accepted as (mod
He Cumbered With All
posed. He waived examination and
No one was more glad to see the
force aud sparkle in the eight years
Intlicatsou.
Bbs tlotleng.
was held over.
change than
the
railroad official.
since he left here, but has nether
%tided
Ned The work trains could work under
New developments mean $100 re- Detectives Will Ile
gained In force, depth and breadth.
speeti and Two Patrol letters
ward to Patrolman Henry gingery
favorable
circumstances
repairing
He gave a cemprehensive review of
Dili Ile Employed.
who arrested Isbell and more chargdamage
done
the
tracks
by
washCaptain Frank Brown. wharfmasChicago, Nov. 22.— That the un- "Some of the New Things in Sund-ay
es against the prisoner.
outs. The N., C. and St. L. sent the ion
ter, tell off the wharIttoat into the
minters of the country
have School Work" last evening. Mr.
John Isbell is wanted in Illinois
early morning accommodation to spent nearly
river this morning at 10 o'clock,
$6,000,000 in their Vaughan followN1 him with "Some
for stealing a horse last summer. MAY
HAVE
WAGON
He is an expert swimmer and
GUARDS Memphis and way. stations. It was fight for an eight-hour day becanie Aspects of the Sunday Scheol Work
There is a reward out amounting to
announced that trains on this road known yesterday.
swam out without any assistance.
At the same time In the Mountains of Kentutity•- He
$100, and if Isbell is tried and conwill be run on
regular schedule it was announced that a
Captain Brown was fixing a "guy" to
meeting in is a forceful, magnetic speaker,
time from today. The eight extra
the gang-plank, which gave way, let- •Icted in an Illinois court Patrolman
celebration of victories which are re- abounding in
humor and
hitting
Paducah will have 30 policemen work trains did quick
Henry Singery will receive the rework. A night girded, as foreshadowing the " be- straight from the atioukler. a "ty Meal
ting him fall into the elver.
by
January
I.
with
two
detectives,
ward.,
shift was kept busy and J..he :044'Stroll"'yr Aber whew in ."'„Ilfe- Ion
etseetter." He 'showed that the
Bó viefft In head nest. The -iraleri
lAst evening R. E. Lawson and W. two- patrol drivers, for night and made possible for traflic.
struggle will be held next Sunday Sunday schote work was doing much
was bitterly cold and cumbered as he
shift,
day
and,
perhape
a
patrol
D. Stokes, of Biughem, Ill., were at
The Illinois Central is still work- afternoon.
was with all his clothes, it was a
It Is believed by the prin- to eliminate the- mountain feuds.
guard. This 'ante from no lege au- trig extra
a local hotel
They picked up
a
crews in the south where ters that the recent successes In
A 'aceninsting committee composed
hard job getting out. Where he fell
The Sun and read of IS- thoritative source than John Bond, the damage was greatest. Last night
in it Is 20 feet deep. He fell in be- copy of
Washington and Philadelphia, where of Mr. J. M. Brunson, Mr. A. J.
president
of the board of police com- train, No. 104, from New
bel;'N arrest and the evidence against
Orleans to employers of
tween the wharfboat and, the shore.
non-union
printers Bamberg, Rev, D. C. Wright and Mr.
him. His description led them to in- missioners.
Louisville, was made up at Fulton. have changed
After a vigorous rub-down. In the
their nine-hour sched- E. A. Fox reported the following of"We
will
not
wait for the general It passed here a little later. Other
vestigate.
ules to the eight-hour plan, give,as- ficers nominated for the county work:
office of the whartboat, he felt no
council to act," said Mr. Bond. "The
"Isbell is wanted in Vandalic
lereeideet The Rev. W. E. Sourtrains from the south were detour- surance of complete triumph for the
more bad effects than if he had tafor florae stealing," Lawson declared. law axes the mints:num at 30 men. ed over the I.. & N. via Paris, Tenn.
quire vice president, the Bee G. W.
ken a cold plunge In his bath-tub,
movement
no
at
dtstant
day.
Ranks: secretary and treasure, Mee
"We spoke a few words with the and we will make the appointments
On the Louisville division the
Annie Jones; superiti'
prisoner today. He will talk little. next month. Thee we will present greatest damage was caused by waera' training. Prof. a
However te said enough to convince the names to the general council in ter over tracks. The washouts were
perintendent of house to house vostta
is that he is the man who hired a the usual manner for ratifieation.
few, but in many places the great
"We will
have
detectives, too. volume of water stood over the rails
lion, S. J. Billington: superintendent
horse and buggy from W. Green, of
of primary work, Miss Mee CompVandalls, and got away with it. Is- Plain clothes men are Invaluable In several feet deep, making it itupescity, and no force can do good sible for the trains to move over PAW iwy rromtv RV
a
bell
would
not
tell
us
this
morning
CONSTRUCTION
MAYOR ton; superintendent of home departCOLUMBIA
COMment. Prof J. 0 Smith.
where he dlaposed of the outfit, al- work without them. They are not them. Today the Illinois Central
PANY HO:WNW
The Rev. W. E. Boatmen bee
thOtIgh we pumped It out of hIni that tied down to the t matins duties of promtled to have tralnu running on
patrolmen, they are not easily spot- regular schedule time from
made a live county president and has
he was the man who engaged it "
the
done much to invigorate the Sunday
Isbell it crippled. He walks with ted and they can devote their time south.
Ant'runt, With Interest* and (Yeas,
Intersection. Will Re in Good ('until.
school work throughout McCracken
difflealtyand ordinarily would excite to running down and ferreting out
Was 113,1/011.1441—Will Be AplionWhen Completed, says
county, which Is behind other counthe sympathy of arse court or jury. crime, instead of guarding property
BRITAIN MAY All' IN 00\a°.
prepriatetl Next Year.
Foreman.
ties of the. state_ lie stated last geeHe sold a horse and buggy belong- They will recover enough property in
nine there were twenty-one Sunday
Foreign Secretary Says Nation Awaits
ing to Campbell and Mac Gowan, of a year to pay their salaries.
schools In the city, and twenty in the
Two %Owen Drivers.
Decision of Belgians.
Bowling Green, to Pletcher Terrell.
"Some change also will be made
The Columbia Oonstruetion com- He admitted getting the horse. The
Mayor Yeiser and City Auditor countye making a total of 41 Sunday
pany doing the track work for the horse and buggy were turned over at headquarters. We can not keep a
London, Nov. 22.—An important Kirkland today paid off the judgment schools only. In McCracken: county.
oats, amounting to outside of Peduesh. there are 3.000
Paducah Traction company, as soon by Judge Cross to Mac Gowan this man on the patrol wagon twenty - deputation representative of the vat:I- with interest and'
,
four hours a day. There will be two ona creeds and political parties of $5,006 tee te the case of Cornelia white children and leas than 1,000 are
as the rain ceased put laborers to morning.
Paducab. In Sunday schools. In the city oat
Pumping water out of the excavations
This afternoon
Police Captain patrol drivers, one for day and one Great Britain celled on Foreign Sec- Johnson against the city of
mode for the double tracks on Broad- Frank Harlan
for night, and we may have a guard, retary Grey today to disease the al- Miss Johnson was hurt, a few years of 4,000 white childrea there are 1 received
a
messagt
Perish in Mountainous Seem.
leged atrocities in the Congo Free ago by being thrown over an embank- 500 out of Sunday school.
Fifth from Vandalise
way between Fourth and
Ill., saying that John or another extra man to answer burHolland. Mich
Nov. 22.— (onThe convention closed this morastreets. Today the gang was put to
The speakers Pointed out that ment on Eleventh street and she sued
State.
Isbell, held over this morning for ro' calls. A patrolman should not be
tractor James Bennett, of Muskegon,
damages ine with an extra business meeting
work completing the excevations, and
the agitation for reform in the meth- the cif). She recovered
the
beat.
made
to
Under
leave
his
horse stealing, Is wanted there.
and three laborers who were working
if the weather penises the company
ods of administering the Congo Free and the court of appeals -sustained held at the .Broadway Methodist
Patrolman Henry Singery, who ar- present system, when a patrolman
on a pier extension here have been
will be ready to lay brick by the midState has become practically unani- the seedict. No appropriation was church. The niain purpose. the.orthe
has
to
the
ride
wagon,
to
he
calls
rested Isbell, received /10. his regiven up as lest, They were last seen
mous in this country. The fact that made for the judgment this year, as ganization of a Union Teachers' Traindle of next week.
ward from Messrs. Campbell & Mac police station with his prisoner and
chewing to the low breakwater 700
Grey consented to receive the case was still pending in the ing class. WilA perfected, Mr. E._ A.
Speaking of the work at Third
Secretary
Gowan, of Bowling Green, owners of leave his beat unprotected.
feet from shore this afternoon and
street am) Kentucky avenue and
on the eve of the (eon- higher courts, and the appropriation Fox restraining over to aid in (ha
the
deputation
not
decided
"We
on
have
all the
the horse and buggy Isbell stole.
mountainous seas were breaking over
work.
the
Belgian parliament will have to be made in January.
debate
in
go
Fourth street mad
Broadway. of
changes, the board and Chief Collins
them
The launeb they used wee
It was decide41 to have a Union
which the board of public work's is
Is considered significant. The Recceconsidering
plans
we
will
sre
and
dashed to pieces) when today's gale
GYPSY SOCIAL.
reply, practically prom- 'TWAS "NO PLACE FOR LADY" Training class for Sunday school
complaining a foreman of the comhis
la
inZY.
have one devised by January 1 that
came up.
teachers and prespeethe teachers anpany stated that the work will be satIsed that unless) the Belgian governwill bring the Paducah department
Given
By
Will
Be
Philathea
Clam
ment takes steps to imprOve the pre- St. Louis "Only Eft for Dogs," Hoe der the sattervihion of the Rev. D. C.
isfactory when completed. The comto a high standard of efficiency."
of Baptist Church.
Wright. The first meeting will be
Serere in Michigan.
vailing conditions Great Britain will
pany is bonded to place the 'street in
hand Wrote Wife Before Suing,
Marquette, Slieh , Nov. 22.—A ate- good condition.
beld,earl) in January and volunteers
propose international action.
According
to
St. Louis, Nov. 22.—
Final arrangements
were made
were storm raged all day and conare asked from at the Sunday schools
the deposition of Mrs. Emma M. Pe- of the ety. The coliese studied malt
last night for the "Gypsy Social" to
tinued with unabated vigor. Trains FRANCE BARK
Mystery.
Has
Horrible
Dayton
AMKRICAN PORK
terson of Boston, supporting a mo- be that of Prof. II. M. Hussinielt.
be given next Tuesday evening by
me hems late and traction "service
Daynati, 0., Nov. 22.--Dora Giltion
to dismiss her busband's suit which is meeting with intelasda.seseIs deMeraileed. A foot of Snow has Temporary Exclusion Doe to Terms the Philathea claim of the First Bapman, a beautiful girl, aged twenty,
for divorce, Benjamin D. Peteronen eeSat. in cennection with this tearer
*Mee.
Nat
will
be
given
church.
in
It
the
the
commons
found
dead
on
along
as
of New Meat Statute.
TEAM ARRIVES TO PLAY R. L. C.14
agent, does- not consider will be a reading retiree and a teach3t. Nicholas hotel and
the hours
Grovelaud avenue, today. —The body Insurance
TODAY.
•
St. Louis a proper place for a wife ers' training library. This will greattill
12
will
o'clock.
be
trona
Mini8
was
and
horribly
marked
mutilated
Much Damage in Kalamazoo.
Paris, Nov. 22.— The elimination
with -the imprints of her assassin's to live. She testified that when she ly benefit the Sunday school work in
Kalamazoo, Mich, Nov. 22.— A of the microscopic examination
of mum lines for certain offenses are
;
finger nails. The girl has been miss- wrote asking him why he did not the city.
severe wind blew In plate glass fronts Pork from the new American meal elpitlated in the invitations, which
Mr. Fox left this afternoon for
Football Game Called at 3:43 O'clock ing since she left her employment at send for her he answered that St.
and did other damage here today.
Inspection regulations has resulted are worded and gotten out in an
at Wallace Park This tarethe Cast Register works Tuesday Louis was "no Place for a latlY to Hopkinsville, and Mr. Vaughad went
Adam .Misser, 14) years old, was in a preliminary decision
barring unique way. Fortune telling by the
there last night.
liva" and "only fit for dogs."
After speaking
neon,
night.
struck by a falling wall and fatally American ham,
be
members
will
of
the
class
who
bacon, canned pork.
there they will close tbe campaign at
hurt.
etc. After long diplomatic negotia- ireteted In Gypsy style, will be one
Bowling Greeo, having visited six
Deeds Filed.
Many Killed and Hart.
tions several years agoFrance agreed of the features of the evening.
Cherbourg,. Nov, 22.—A dispatch cities of western Kentucky in their
M F. Emery to J. T. Anderson,
Wall Collapsee.
The Mayfield football teem arrived
to admit American pork upon a goy-,
tour.
Buffalo, Nov
22.—Buffalo was eminent certificate that it had been FOUR KILLED IN ODESSA FIGHTS this morning and the game between property near Eighth and Bachman received here reports that the North
Garman Lloyd steamer. Kaiser Wilstruck by ale-mile an hour gale to- microscopically examined and found
that team and the R. I.! C's will take streets, $400.
J. M. L. Russell to Mary Callen, helm der Grosse, which
left today BANDITS DRUG RICH WOMAN
day, causing -a 54-foot wall at the sound. When, therefore, the new reg- Terroriets Try to Murder Pollee Of- place this afternoon at 3:45 o'clock.
been
property
In
and
a colliin
water works pumping station to colother
the
had
county.
$1
for New York,
ficial, But Are Repulsed.
the Mayfield team is a good looklag,
ulations instituted after the packing
Niece of Auto Manufacturer Shorn of
Orinoco.
steamer
sion
considerations.
lapse. Engineer Brown was buried
mail
with
the
a
and
players
well-balanced set of
disclosures were submitted to the
Jewels and Left Dazed,
beneath the debris. The water supvessels were severely damOdessa. Nov. 221— A desperate at- warm contest is expected. The R. L.
Both
suthoritles here they rnted that they
W. 0. W. Reception.
ply was shot off for two hours. The
declared that four memtempt
was
made
here
is
today
It
by
the
aged.
a
since
reorganized
have
Ces
been
lid not comply with the old agreeCleveland, Nov. 22.---- Mrs. Helen
Olive Camp, No, 2, W. 0. W., will bers of the crew of the Kaiser Willoss is $110,000. Shipping is in great
ment.' Ambassador McCormick has band skid to be composed of social game with the fThrh school. The
danger,
give a reception to the Woodmen of helm were killed and 12 were in- Rosenthal niece of Alexander Winrevolutionists to murder the chief line-lips for both teams will be:
made energetic representations to
ton, the millionaire automobile niancommissary of the Odessa
police.
R. L. C 's--WIcklIffe. Hayes. El- the city and their families, Tuesday jured. Five of the crew of the Ortthe foreign office.
ufacturer, was drugged and robbed
opening
of
Three Drowned. •
honor
of
the
In
evening.
The pollee killed three of the assail- liott, Monte lack, Stanley, Ratternoco are missing and are supposed
of jewels, watch and hundreds of
Holland, Mich., Nov, 22.—Contractheir new hall and club rooms 12/ to have been drowned.
Bower.
Owen,
Sights,
three
more.
wounded
The
ants
and
John,
Norton,
GOOD RECEI'llON.
dollars and was found
wandering
tor James Bennett and three others,
others escaped. Another band of ter- (3obnrn Rinekliff. Brooks, Stiles. 1-2 North Fourth street.
about the basemen( tse the Ellington
working on a pier eztenation -were
Hughes.
12.000
rorists
in
seized
office
of
the
Full
of
Water.
Cellars
Many
Preeldent Is Accorded at San Juanapartment house yesterday morning
swept from the breakwater by heavy
Mayfield—Watson. Orr, Brewer,
the Russian Navigation company
The front door to delight ties
Fire Chief James Wood received
Return Delayed.
dazed and helpless. The pollee took
seas and drowned.
Boaz, Watkins, Hauge), Green, Ruth- through the. garden of duty.
'Cr killing a police official.
numerous appl lent Ione today from
her in charge and are investigating.
Albritton,
Wilford.
erford,
Hamlet,
pump'property owners desiring water
San Juan, Nov. 22 --President
Her condition still is such that she
I. C. Improve" Creasing.
ed out of their cellars by the <eta
Roosevelt WM accorded a reception
cannot discuss the case.
The Illinois Central road began an
reportcellars
Among
the
!steamer.
SEVERE EARTHQUAKE. IN ITALY
surpassing anything ever seen here
Improvement this morning which
today in the gubernatorial manse-se
ed filled are the Kolb building on
ell'FATHER--letir
and feeder
There Is only one kind of a
will he welcome. It Is the reconstruc- The president's
Working In !Sewer Trench.
North Third street, Home of the
Heavy Shock Is Felt at Poggibon•l,
return to the United
tonight. Friday partly cloudy
newspaper circulation statement
tion of tracks at
Broadway and States will be delayed somewhat, as
Work In the sewer trench in disFriendless, Presbyterian church, See.
Florence.
Near
a
Town
!heels worth any considerations
with rising tennwratnre. The
Eleventh streets. This; morning ex- the rongbness of theses makes' It lmthis
enth one Jefferson streets, and Woe- trict, No. 2, was commenced
and that is the daily detailed
reached
temperat ure
highest
cavations for new steel were began. eoesIble for him to board the Louts'
ern District warehouses at First and morning, the first operations of the
disSienna, Italy, Nov. •22.- A
.statement. The Sun Is the only
yesterday was 41.3 awl tho lowThe heaviest track Will be laid and lane. He will return to Ponce to elpweek. A gang of men an, digging out
Jefferson streets.
patch from Poggibnnsi (nineteen
Tasincalt paper printing such a
est Imlay was 30.
the crossing plated in the best of bark. The trip gave him an opporthe tenich where the eave-1n occurmiles from Florence) says that a
atatement.
The right to rule la aerintred by red and it IS probable that the brink
condition. Soggy mud fills the space tunity to see portion' of the islands
was felt
heavy, earthquake shock
-on both sides Of the tracks.
ruling ourselves' aright,
he would have missed otherwise
larerreWill be laid off until Saturday.
there at Midnight

JUDGMENT

RUSHING WORK

MAYFIELD

l

•

L. B. OGILVIE ec
the way we do business and
Of Skirts, Lifiens, Toilet Articles, Rugs, Remnants, etc. You are well acquAinted with
you some of the best values
when we advertise A SPECIAL SALE you know it is a SPECIAL. Below we give
of space we can only bring a
ever offered. Our store is crowded with many bargains equally as good, but for lack
yourself.
few to your notice. ,All we ask is for you to call Friday and Saturday and see for

Our Department of Women's Ready-to Wear Apparel is One
of the Finest to Be Seen Anywhere.
full and of the newest material. These skirts have been selling for from
We have selected out of oir stock about SO choice skirts, all well tailored,Saturday
S2149
only at the unheard of price of
$3.50 to $7. We have -taken the whole lot and offer them for Friday and
AWL

Toilet Articles at Prices to Make You Wonder
Toilet articles at teaces to make yint wonder.
Saturday, a
Ira Cnecented Soap. the genuine article, Friday and
eake Se.
good ten cent
laarge ran of extra good borated talcum powder, a
Iirttsie for :re.
to Wee
Armour's Witch Hazel Soap, also Clyeerine, three kinds
lee.
lot
a
at
box
a
n
cakes
from, 3
Superior Plora lana Water, good gitaalty. Friday and SaturdaY. Pe'
in very neat box
Vlolot Toilet Water,• good quality, put up

artiv4,46

.

gettable for a gift..F-riday
Binder's Tar Soap, never sells for lees than 2e5c • eake, Friday awl
Saturday, 15c,
Mennen's Taletim Powder Friday and Saturday, 114c•
a
pound rake of extra good (Until. Scalp. Friday and Saltsrday,
Lod.

cake 1.0c.
a 25c

Kim onas
.1 Iot well Blade Pratt,' Winona, In
outings and flantielett, regula•
75e article, Friday iSattirda.
oach tic.
weigh
1 lot of ladles' medium
vests, a good cotton jersey ribbed, )
?Sc quality, Fildaz and Saturday,
12 1-2c.
1 lot of men's 511‘ heavy tan..
shirts to close out Friday and Saturday 25e.

Thanksgiving Linen Sale of Table Damask

Room Size

Rugs
We have a number of large lad
small room size rugs mad.. of 'carpet ends In Brussels,

Velvets

nit

Table Damask, bleached, 25e to $1.50.
Three pieces 72-Inch S'.esehed 1)oniestie Napkins to iustch .i good
$1 25 quality, Friday and Saturday only sac.
Three nieces 55-inch India-eche! Damask, a good 75e titiality,
and Saturday, 49e.
Table Damask, nobleached, from 50c to 61.00.
Red Damask In all the good paterna from 2.5c to Site.
Three pieces 59-Inch Red Damask, a good 75e quality. Friday ant
Saturday, 49c.
We have napkins to match eV our Damask

ke rags. we pace at,
ALUIthistera. Ther
roar dlpoal and guarantee to save
you from 25c

to

Vic

on

every
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25 dozen, a good 35c qualfty, Friday and Saturday, 25e.
Fine Tstiale S-ets, round orequare, a very choice lot to select from.
One lin Damask remnant*. Here is an opportunity to get * good
table cloth cheap. The) run from , 2 to 3 yards earth and are- Sold at
Don't forget to see them.
a remarkably low price
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Shoes
Our Specials

Stacy Adams
Nettleton

Under standing orders
to our factories we get
everything new just as
soon as it appears in the
east; and thus it's never
a question of "hit or
miss" here as to styles
and sizes. You can always find just what you
want in our stocks.

„
•
••••„.

Some recent additions
to our special $3 line arc
the new black derbies,
with flat set brims; and
she. ncw flat-brim soft
—Bin; Witt' iglY,-tifIrri ng, telescoped crowns,
in silver pearls, tans and
light brown shades. The
very latest for the young
fellow.
Silk Hata at $5 and
$6; our great special in
French opera hats at $7.

••••••••••••••,a•r reau•

410
•444.,
4
•••

Our leading line of men's
high-grade shoes, which,
as sole agents, we have sold
and guaranteed for many
years The best leathers
of the tanned:A of the
world go into these shoes;
the hest shoemakers make
them. The styles range
from the conservative to
the radical: and the sizes
and shapes meet the most
exacting requirements of
the male human foot. We
sell Stacy Adams and Nettleton $5, $6 and $7 shoes
to the same men season
after season, keepingon file
individual records which
---00.1e44-44.41-40der. and insure a perfectly
satisfactory fit. We'd I ke
to have you try a pair of
these shoes—and thereby
add your name to our list
okkregular customers. All
the newest shapes in the
Weille Special and Barry
$3 50 shoes.

_
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new
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the
rting the best dressed men from made-to-measure to ready-to-wear.
conve
daily
are
we
h
whic
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make
Brand and other

Suit Excellence
have taken into account in mak"Excaence" is absolutely tht only thing we
was considered at all. Canterberry,
ing our purchases of suits; nothing else
J. Brock kCo.'s Union Label
College Brand, The Washington and Henry
an we are willing to abide by your
Clothes are the brands we are offering you
A lavish display of distinctive patterns
judgment as to their high character.
peg and semi-peg-top trousers. In
is made in the new form -fitting coats and
you will find at least a dozen different
such a stock, selling at $7,50 to $40 00,
Thanksgiving Day.
suits you would be proud to wear

Overcoat Excellence
"Overcoat Elegance- is the best phrase we know for describing this department of our business. And our overcoats are not only elegant, but moderate
in price and exceedingly snug and comfortable; they're really luxurious. You
should have no diffii;ulty at all in making a selection, for our stock is complete
and unbroken, comprising The Canterberry, College Brand, The Washington
and Henry J. Brock & Co.'s Union Label Clothing: the prices range from
$45.00 clear down to $7.50. When you buy overcoats from us, remember that
we are. familiar with every detail of their manufacture ,ind you have our assurance of their excellence in quality and stye.

$7.50 to $45

$7.50 to $40
F or the Youngsters

Your Money's Worth or
Your Money Back

Norfolk and
NOVELTY SUITS in Russians, sailors,
regulation
the
suits. Also
the new double-breasted belted
in all
goods
grade
double-breasted. two-piece suits. High
$12.
to
—$3.50
patterns
materials and exclusive

Mail orders alway filled with the best
values in stock.

doubleNOVELTY OVERCOATS in single and
and
coats,
long
-fitting
breasted Roasians; the new form
standard
on,
regulati
the
Also
long and short reefers.
styles—$4 to $13.

MI=

in th new
YOUTHS' SUITS 4ND OVERCOATS
in all the
and
;
modified
or
extreme
form -fitting styles,
goods, conformstandard styles—high-elass. tailor made
$30.
to
—CO
ing strictly to the tenets of fashion

Men's Furnishings
FULL DRESS requisites of all kinds—
shirts, ties, collars, handkerchiefs, half hose,
protectors, mufflers, gloves, studs, cuff buttons,
watch fobs, etc. Manhattan, E & W. and our
own brands in fine shirts, stiff and soft. E. &
W., and Curtis & Co. Little Indian brand collars and cuffs—in every new shape. Neckwear,
half hose, underwear, gloves, night shirts,
pajamas, eta.
11 A BERDASIIEBY —Everything new in
haberdashery awaits you here—and our largest
output and strongest buying organization enable
us to make prices which represent a substantial
saving to our patrons, with no sacrifice of
quality or Concessions in style.

ee-
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Skips of other nation* fill the harbors and flags of osner nations
greet the eye of the citizens, who
AFTERNOON AND WEEKLY
are acqsalited with banks of other
BY THE SUN PUBLISHINOCO. nations and other nation's money
INCOR Pt/RATED
But the United States gets only what
F M. FISHER. President.
1S. 3. PAXTGN. General Manager. _ her "drummers" can win by fighting.
$tIISCRIPTION RATESs
"The resources of South America
And Jacksonville
ifilintered at the postoEce at Padneell. are complementary to our own; Rate Will Be Enforced In Ken Danville
Ky.. as second class matter.,
that continent is weakest where
Seeking Release.
tueky By Commission.
THE DAILY SUN
$ .10 North America is strongest," said
By carrier. p.r week
.40
advance
in
month.
per
mail,
4.60 Mr. Root.
per year, an advance
That field belongs to us by every
THE WEEKLY SUN
Join Tlwee I 1.wigue and
Mc Evening ['vet says °tiler V.
$1.00 right, and, of course, we are going to lemist
nill. peonage paid
!or year. hyiai
Former Is t!erten& to Receive
Ky.
Paducah,
BUM
Will Be Ihroniulgale(1 in Three
Addrri
annex it commercially. There 'remain
Months.
Phones MS
South Third.
Fraierbivv•
few undeveloped lands on the globe.
Now
and
Payne & Young. Chicago
presenting the possibilities of South
representatives.
York THE MTN can be found at the follow- America Europe is old aud settled.
.* places:
Africa is only a rim of a continent OHIO FIXED RATE BY A LAW CIRCUIT MADE MORE COMPACT.
R. D. Clements & Co.
Van Colin Bros.
preempted.
commercially and that
Palmer House.
In the orient we mute fight Japan.
Jwbn
who is asserting her right to the
The Bloomington correspondent to
The Louisville Post says:
trade. We can not afford to let slip
Chicago Racced-Herald writes
the
rate
A 2-c est-a-mile-passenger
South America and Canada, which
matters as
over all railroads in Kentucky will be concerning baseball league
are essentially our own.
follows:
railstate
Kentucky
ordered by the
"A report that President Camel'
next
road commission within the
THURSDAY, NOVEMBER =.
THE SHIP SUBSIDY.
and several cities of the K. I. T. leaearlier.
probably
months,
and
three
Whatever one may think of the
gue were to Oppose the withdrawal
CIRCUL.tTION STATEMENT.
While it is possible that some of
the
in
principle
subsidizing
involved
of Danville in order that it could join
October-1100e.
the railroads will resist the order in
You will never care for any of the many other Breakfast Foods
of our merchant marine, even the
the 'Three l' league, was denied this
the courts, it is certain that the orafter you once taste Toasted Corn Flakes; you will never find a cereal
week and If the former organization
17
3932 casual reader must admit that Sec.39159
I
der will be honed, and it is believed
Denthat
so
dissolution
18
2
.3891
agrees to the
3935 retary of State Elihu Root has enunfood that is more nutritious. Toasted Corn Flakes have a delicious
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3.
4133 ciated the most powarrui argument by
.3963
ville can get away, the only doubtful
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4
3933 yet advanced In favor of the Idea it commission teat It will
.3963
20
point about the transfer will be dis22
39s6
5
4476 his speech at Kansas City. Mr. Root fective shortly after the order is Is- sipated. The Danville association remade entirely of honest, wholesome corn-and that the very best. Thorsued.
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6
ceived word tilde week from president
comes fresh from an Investigation of
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24
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All the members of the date rail- Gained' that he would act upon their
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America, filled with
South
in
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road commission are now in Louis- request for a meeting of the league
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3949 enthusiasm for the prospects or the ville, putting the finishing tourist's
10
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Jacksonville
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and
to
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3942 development of that continent, and on a movement inaugurated some
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ii
Toasted Corn Flakes agree perfectly with the most delicate stomach. They satto withdraw and that a date 46 the
3925 I:ke all patriotic Americans, tie was
29 '.
12
3977
months ago, to lower the prevailing latter part of November wrield be
isfy completely the most hearty appetite: That their value as a body building
th .3979
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chagrined to WM only one star spanchosen.
gl
3929 gled banner floating from the mist freight rates in this state.
.3960
15
food is the highest is best proven by the fact that they are in daily use at the
It will be remembered that the
"The K. I. T. league could edopt
3925
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-- head of a ship in a South American
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and or0 our tat tonal commercial owners for American freight.
rate*, and it is certain that a 2-cent- membership and Jpcksonvilte was were ebaraetariltiad as "professional
•I
place of the present 3-1 promised a franchise also. At the character assaitaine and "peanut Da- HOW CAPTAIN BROKE CI' MUTIgenius has enabled our merchants to
Marriage Unease.
He presents as the remedy the a-mlle rate In
NY ON OVERDUE 141111'.
This second meeting, held at Burlington, llis-Una," whose object was to disrupt
enter the fere:en field and success- senate bill, subsidizing the
John Nelbel. city, 23, to Jessie
mer- cent-a-mile rate will be ordered.
pronstilgated the mo- 1 there was a decided change in the the labor movement.
be
order,
fully compete with other countries chant marine and
will
SS
Randle, city, 20.
creating of ct a nafor the world's commerce. We have Wal reserve. He justifies it by point- ment the freight rate question is de-i program. It then developed that the
Cleveland Craig, county, 23, to
Iowa league was in charge and that
been a home peeple, interested only
Te keep a house warm in winter Limier hairier Wilhelm tarilides With Pauline Rogers, conety, 17.
ing to the subsidy for the Pacifier
in or home affairs. Oer congress has railroad lines, and the expenditure of
Its effect will be to make traveling instead of a new league It had been have the cellar coaled
[album Price, city, 21, to Nara
Royal Steil steamer and
passed laws, affecting our relations money in developing internal water- on railroads in Kentucky much chea-;decided to continue .es the Iowa lea
Paseerigers Die,
Goodman, city, 22.
weak
with foreign rations, and only heard
per, and while it will reduce the, gue and drop several of the
James Shoffner, city, 42. to Sophia
ways. .
the lora: side of it. Oreaslonally we
(hares' for each passenger it is be-' members.
Cartwright, city, 28, colored.
"No mention was made of Jackeonhave developed statesmen, cabst
The news of the death of Bishop !treed that It will not injure thel
Astoria, Oregon, Nov. 22. - The
officer,' for most part who have evim- John J. Ttgert at Tube. I. T., yerster- railroads as it will make more trav- ville, but instead It was proposed to
Most people get better obituary
British ship Ivernea, given up for
take in Hannibal as well as Quincy
ed it wider y;sion, but they have been day, came as a great shock to the eling possible.
notices than they are entitled to.
ignorfor
given
wars
reason
no
While
into
bet,
towed
port
was
yesterdayi
"sat down upon" by a spirit et In- Methodist. of this city, where he had
•
The order comes as a remit of a
that
after being out 116 days, from a Hex teleranue, which actually dominated many friends. Ns years ago this movetuent all over the country for a ing Jacksonville, it is isretrumed
YOU WON'T•146VC TO 19iA-I
Its geographical kscation is reeponlean port. Those aboard experienced livery dose makes Tonkel better. Las- Poo
u. a dozen years''ago, but who h pow month he attended the annual ses2-cent-a-mile passenger rate. The sible. It logo far from the other towns
no suffering. Captain Collingwood, a keeas vole whole insides right. sere es (be
seems to es preposterous. Perhaps, sion of the Memphis' conference held
moiser-bsek pia. ev.rywbere. Price Se 'sin.
Pennsylvania road has already or-; that it may be feared that the mileman. had to deal with two
powerful
our hahlt of rhanging administra- at the Broadway Methodist church in
tiered a 2-cent-a-mile rate on all its; age would be too great. Quincy and
mutinies and soon broke them ,up by
tions every few sears nas fostered this city, arid prearhed at both the
Relief for Rheumatism.
lines east of Pittsburg. The state of'Hannibal are but a short distance
whipping the entire crew.
this intense local feeling. Then, too, First Christian church and BroadThese
damp days are hard on peoa
requiring
law
a
Ohio has passed
from the other members.
while we were hneding up a protec- way Mothodiet on that occasion Ile
isie afflicted with rheumatism, and
2-tent-a-mile rate.
"Jacimenville. however, is one of
relief is sought iti all sorts of remeCittliskes With Royal Steamer.
tive wall to tooter our indnstries our was then the Book editor and editor
Kentucky will be the firs state 'Hie Wei towns obtainable. -bailee
dies.
22.Cherbourg,
Nov.
North
GerIslet of mind was Influenced by our of the Methodist Quarterly Review.
where the state railroad commis:4cm a ivieteessful season In the. K. I. T.
There ix no doubt in tbe minds of
$18 Suit for $15
freni-t4lch position he was taken
man Lloyd liner, Kaiser Wilhelm der
purpose.
has ordered a 2-cent rate, and an league last citr
who have suffered with the
people
Orosae, put back into port today,folWe ,.have estehliehed the principle last May by his election to the epite"The promoters of the game there
dread disease and those who have
Interesting legal battle will probalowing
the
collision
a
with
royal
af projection, and we have befitted copary. tie wile a singularly -sagerit closely that probably more
assert that they will not eetwrn to
bly follow. Here is another of our mail steamer, Orinoco. The Kaiser studied
great industrially, and our- eyes are otie and powerful Man and thinker,
relief can be secured from the Osiers.
The members of the Kentucky the K. I. T., and if enable to secure
turning in search of a market place. with a brain as maertve as his body.
great offers, an evidence was badly damaged and will require pathic treatment than any other.
ronimission are C. C. McChord, Mc a berth in the Iowa or 'Three I,' will
repairs. Passengers were
Had Theodore Roosevelt and his ad- and his death Is a loss that can
Of course, some chronic ! cases'
until
hall
from
retire
professional
D Ferguson and A. T. Slier.
of the alertness of the extenelve
transferred to La Lorraine and the won't yield to any treatmentYliuk Invisers tereompllshed en other worthy hardly be computed, to the church
order for the 2-cent therr in another opening. President
the
While
new store, a Thanksgiv- St. Paul, which gait Saturday. No stances of caster of seven and eight
object, the reform inaugurated in which be. represented
rate has not yet -been drawn, and Holland can do nothing more about
standing yielding to three
Our consular service, the statesmaning special in a lot of trace was_found or five men missing Years'
may not be promulgated for some admitting Danville to the 'Three 1'
months' treatments can be cited. If
The
afIndian
commissioner
of
the crew of the Orinoco. Twelv'e
like handling of difflcult foreign
weeks it la positively known that It until Its relations with the K. I. T
you are suffering of rheumatikm, 1
Worsted, Cheviot and from
steerage passengers are -said to have should like to discuss your case with
questions. and the close reedy the fairs may have trouble in convincing
organhiation are' dissolved. He will
be
will
and
upon
decided
been
has
no
Indians
beet
the
hears
that
sugar
plaids,
suits,in
Cassimere
been killed on-the Kaiser. Officers of you, examine you and tell you what
administration has made of our rethen put the question to a vote. As
-041 in s short time.
the line deny this, saying four steer- I can do for you. With the dry hot
- --iations with our dependencies and resemblance to the honeyed words
there is but little opposition to Dan
neat,
other
and
checks
and air treatment that I use with osteoSister repetitive would mark an ep- of the beats who got their lands.
age passengers were killed
vele, it is confidently believed that
attractive pattern suits in eight
hurt. The Kaiser has a jagged pathy I am having very gratifying
the majority of the clubs will be favoch. To John Hay belongs the honor
If they are sure they have the
seeress with people you know well.
long, three-button single hole ten feet long In her bows.
orable to that city.
of the beginning. Elliot Root is the
Dr. 0. R. Froage, 516 Broadway,
of the "red light" up a tree.
denizens
"One or two of the associations favchief fautor in carring on the work,
double
the
and
breasted
Phone 14'07.
keep them there It Is a
or Rockford, next to Quincy. but the
and hi. consummate tact, skill in they should
brearted, form tracing
good idea to keep them all In the
view of several of the Feeding sporting
reasoning and patriotic devotion,are
tree.
same
coats. Made to sell for
men of Rockford. when asked to give
one of America's
stamping him
their opinion as to the advisability of
greatest men.
$18; we price them at
giving that city a franchise, were adHis visit to the Latin-American
$15.
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Given (essnpbell's Funeral.
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- Gnash' for
ready
yet
not
was
that Rockford
The funeral of Mr. Given Campbell
misunderstanding as to our attitude
a return to the 'Threes I' fold, that it
$18 Overcoats $15
took plaes this afternoon at 3 oe1ock
cherished in South American capital.
would be wise to wait a year or two
Camph. Monohrom,
at the ()rand Avenue Presbyterian
under European tutorage. lee comes I NBEILMINED iii sit IFT ti Bmore. l'nder these circumstances, It
We have a special also church tn St. renew Relatives from
home ladened with a message from
Cinchona Sul.
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French
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in
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Florence
MocMrs.
Se.,
Campbell.
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every
in
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Mrs. Carrie Powell.
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appropriate
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you
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all
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prosperous
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of
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for Thanksgiving at $15. county, died yesterday morning of
nnt on Broadway, conseertittitly our
which a convention of the Arnerican
equate miles with a population of bridge, spanning Salt river at
they do not cure your cold.
prices are not rev high and our goods Federation cif Labor has witnessed in
asthma. The funeral was held th18
12.461.511. or six to the square Point, collapsed this morning at
of the same quality as three
are
s'e'ars the delegates today decided to
afternoon at 1 o'clock at the resiawe
Mile. Fertile yalleye, timber and ore o'clock from the effects of the
carried bv the high-priced dewelere
continue political activity on the lines
dence.
ladoned mountains, and a popula- reverent which undermined the solid
It will be to your interest to come
laid down by President Gompere in
concrete pier, holding the immense
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and see mi. Next door to Sun office.
the annual report. The socialists Ted
The bridge is 340 fret
•tarts= into an era of industrial ac- draw span
Charles Youngblood,
by ytetor Berger, of Milwaukee,
It
entirely
is
And
long
submerged,
Charles Yolingblood, 24 years old,
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on
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TWO CENTS A MILE MAY BE MEETING
FOR PASSENGERS OF KITTY LEAGUE
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Rex all Cold Tablets
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Christmas
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county, was here yesterday attending
federal court.
Miss May Scopes, of Paducab, who
has been the guest of Miss Pattie
SunMay Semen, returned home
day....Mrs. Clarence Bennett, of Paducah, is the guest of her mother,
Fulton
Bransford.-Mrs. Jessie

Popular Couple Wed.
Wednesday evening at I o'clock, Leader.
Miss Jessie Randle and Mr. Jobe
Miss Edith Smith of Hillsboro, 0.,
Neible were married by the Rev. P. arrived last evening to visit her sisH. Fields. It was a pretty home wed- ter, Mrs. David Cady Wright, of 807
ding. The bride wore a charmingly Kentucky avenue.
Federal Court Adjourna. .titer Set- simple gown of white silk mull and
Mrs. W. B. Pace arrived last eventing Telephoar Heaeitrg for
carried bride roses. Her attendant, ing from Louisville to visit her mothboulavIlIe.
Miss 1.ula Neible, as sister of the er, Mrs. Mary Burnett and Mr. and
groom, wore blue and carried cas.na- Mrs. Muscoe Burnett..
Cons. The best man was Mr. Louis
Judge Thomas Evans, of Smith the
reception
followed
A
is in the city today on busiland,
Seanour.
t'IRCUIT COURT IS CONVENED
ceremony. The color scheme of white ness.
and green was prettily carried out
Mr. Alfred Hendrick, secretary to
witb
white chrysanthemums and Judge Nunn, of the court of appeals,
Creditors in the bankruptcy mat- ferns, in the table decoratens. The is in the city during the Illness of
ter of the E. Rehkopf Saddlery com- couple left at 9 o'clock this morning the justice.
pete` do not approve of the claims tor Little Rock, Ark., where they
Miss Ruth Edwards, of Wing°,
filed by attorneys in the case and will reside.
Miss Elizabeth Wilson, of Hickman.
filed exceptioes to the largest. The
and Mr. F. T. Randle, of Hickman,
3
date for trial was set today at
spent Wednesday in the city at the
Afternoon Bridge Party.
afternoon, but by
o'clock in the
Mrs. Henry E Thompson was the Palmer House. the guests of Mr. R.
agreement the matter was held over hostess of a delightful bridge party Isler, of the Southern Express cornuntil Wednesday.
yesterday afternoon at her home on Deny.
claims to South Sixth street, complimentary to
Among the biggest
Mr. John Bieich, Jr., will return
which exceptions have been filed are Mrs. Maurice B. Nash, Jr , and Mrs. tomorrow from Detroit, where he
those of Attorneys W. V. Eaton and William Oregon Bonnie. of 1,0111s- has been attending a school of enJ. D. Mocquot, who prepared a peti- vine There were five tables of guests. graving for the last four months. He
tion to force the firm into bankrupt- The first prise. a hand-painted plate. has accepted a position with a large
been was won by Mrs. Prank Boyd. Mrs. jewelry firm in Pans. III., and will
cy after the assignment had
:1,ade. It is for $500, cut from $1,- Maurice Nash, Jr., 'received the vis- leave Monday for that place.
000. Campbell & Campbell have In a itor's prize, • sterling silver whist
Mr. LeRoy Lightfoot. of Hendsrclaim for $1,000. 'They were attor- counter. The aceeend prize, a bon bon son, is in the city.
to
'es for the assignee. R. J. Barber, dish, was taken by Mrs. Linneaus
Attorney A. L. Harper went
receiver, filed a claim for $500 for Orme. An attractive three course Cincinnati today on professional bu
his work. Bradshaw & Bradshaw are luncheon was served after the batne. nese.
the creditattorneys, representing
Mr. J. W. Farmer, the well kilo% n
Informal Evening to Visitors.
tobacco &men, %rout to Murray this
ors, fighting the allowance of the

ferent homes of Paducah.

It is mighty hard to resist buying

one, because the stock is larger, the assortment is greater and
the prices are lower than ever before.

Coat Prices From $4.98 Up
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The damage
o'clock this morning
was slight.
-A single or two-letter monogram and two quires of the best

Federal Court.
of • federal
flea November term
court was erought to a close YeKerday afternoon at 5:30 o'clock and this
morning at 1:40 o'clock Judge Walter Evans slid his court officers
to-letasksuilia. -The- usrm. taxiIrd three &JIB*. one day longer than

Mr. and Mrs. Hubble(' S. Wells
will entertain very informally at
cards lei& evening in their apartments of the Empire Flats on Broadway, In compliment to Mr. and Mrs.
Maurice B. Nash, Jr., and Mrs. William Oregon Bonnie, of Louisville.
The guest-list will include only: Mr.
an4-41m Maoris* - Nash, Jr., -aka
Roatile., Mr. and
Illiam Oregon
Mrs. eV B. Nash, Mr. and Mrs. David
L. Van Culin, Miss Elisabeth Nash,
Mr. Nolan Van Colin, Mr. Douglas

,
\
.••••

Not to know about an Oil
Heater as a means of reducing the coal bills it to
he without a knowledge ot
one of the best methods
of home heating. Not to
know the Aluminum Oil
Heater is a pitty, as it is
one of the perfect systems
of heating. They arc perfectly safe, don't smell and
heat to a finish on little oil.

••

That is now on is certainly putting lots of Coats in the dif-

%.%\ \.'.\\\

Are heated with Hart's Aluminum oil heatersamiThey are d
thing of beauty,a joy forever

••••
\
•

LEVY'S COAT SALE

5,•_\\",",•',\ %.04.

Hundreds of Homes

Relikopt's Creditors Ready To
lio To Law About Them

-z,

5,5,5,

PRICES TO FIT

6E0.0. HART &ISONS CO.

morning.
Mr. Brack Osseu went to Hamby
siltation this morning to look after his
mining interferes.
MT H. H. Loving went to PrinceIM1626%%.
ton this morning on business.
Mr. B. W Dawes, manager of the
news stand in the Holliday House at
60111.04-1160101110-ethelliegb the city today
en mete to. Kneeler -tee hemp ot best
father. Conductor Robert Deere, of

.301:163CliNiWilWIINE363611141%%16%1154
No

7

avenue.

SEND your clothes to the Fault•
.Inteillla.
-11ameepeoez.
iese-PreselegeekailNa03
SIPS.
_
-brake & Browder. propiteees
one of the many stireId-offerIngi
Phones 1507.
-For Dr. Pendley ring 416.
In this line at The Sun °MM.
ordinary.
the WIDOW Central
-Dr. GlIbert, Osteopath, 100 1-2
.1. B. MORGAN. blacksmith, 401
'el-Seven applicants for peettions
The cape Of. 'F. G. Rudolph, guarBroadway. Phone 196.
S. Third. Old phone 457. Superior
as meet carriers in the local mail sere. dian for lone Rowe, against the inNOW IS THE accepted time for work guaranteed. Exclusive agent
--William Beckenbach. employed Ice were examined yesterday by Civil terstate Life Insurance compatry, was Nash.
Claim Notice.
to look about your fire and terns- for Core stone side wire tire,, the
rasa
at the Paducah Cooperage company Service Ematniner Fred Askoton. He tried yesterday afternoon but disOctober Term, '33rd Day, November do insurance, as fall and winter are
best rubber tire. made.
plant in Mechanicsburg, got his right is by rule not permitted to divulge missed after the defendant's testiChddreses Hoar Saturday.
21, 1906_
coming. Remember the old and re
The pootoffice depart- mony was beard. The petition will
wrist lacerated by. a buzz saw this the names
CONTRACTOR WEIKEL- -Mason
2
at
afternoon
o'clock
Saturday
of liable
William Staley, Administrator
Friedman Insurance Agency.
morning. The injury was dreased by ment is required to keeps ;1st of Aegis be redrawn and filed again. The suit the first "story-hour" for this seamen
ry and concrete work a specialty.
Ofstreet.
Third
Plaintiffs,
al,
et
South
128
Ratcliffe,
No.
(leo.
Office
Fourth. Phone 190.
Nee Seven names are on the list at Is for two $5,0100. insurance policies will be held in the children's rooms
Dr .1. S. Troutman.
Residence Office 126 South
Vs. Equity, R. P. Stage., et al, De- fice telephone No. 910.
phone 1237. Prompt atResidence
Dr. J. V. Voris, detest, 200 present
payable to the daughter of the tle- at the Carnegie library. It will be a
phone No. 1581. We represent some
fendants,
tention to all estimates.
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ing-day and the coming of the Pil- this action be, and the same
is Initial, which are paying their 'obese
for the per, doing business of $3.000 monthly,
'
he played on the south side 'Monday summer. Wes Flowers lee Co., sue- would hear the argumeat
grim Fathers to America The rooms hereby referred to Cecil Reed. Mas- promptly. We protect your intereists
manent injunction against the city of will be decorated for the occasion.
to H. A. Bitter.
night, and a greet deal of interest Is
than sorry. clean stock. Good brick house will
ter Commissioner of this court to and you better be safe
Paducah to restrain it from interferbe rented to purchaser. Will trade
being taken in tee event. J. D Sim-Olive Camp, No. 2. W. 0. W.„
All the children are invited to be take proof and ascertain the amount Give us • call..
of the East
Address
farm or city property.
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The Sun office
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charge.
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Mr. Charles their hale 120 1-2 North Fourth Louisville.
the contestants, and
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Magazine
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done.
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ordered
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The case of the lilmola Central
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they last at R. D. Clements & Co.
Louisville.
ONE nicely furnished room for
-The Sun office is prepared to
His action in the momotions.
ere'
by one notice published and posted
States, of good character and ternconvenvisiting cards for your
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modern
all
and
rent. Bath
furnish the very latest things in enbases* doer of Mccourt
follows:
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the
up
at
perste habits, who can speak, read
to
as
to
so
Meet.
Woman's ChM
friends for Christmas now,
Wiwi's, 91S Broadway.
graved or printed calling cards and
shall rehe
new trials In calms of
and
for
K).,
Motions
county,
write English. For information
Cracken
and
The Woman's club will meet Fribeesure you will get them. Over 50
Five room cottage,
Invitations of any sort, and is makagainst Paducah City railamount of said claims and - FOR RENTthe
to Recruiting Office, New RichAlexander
port
apply
In
The
the
at
2:30
o'clock
up,
at
$1.50
day afternoon
style; prices from
with bath 1036 Madison street. Ap- mond House, Paducah, Ky.
ing special prices now.
of
liabilities
and
assets
way, Spann against Paducah City
personal
the
dinln lemm of the Palmer House.
will Sun office.
P. H. Stewart. --The Ladies Mite society
Gridley.
railway, Spence against
said estate on or before the third ply Dr.
un-Score cards for the game Five
meet Freda, afternoon at 3 o'clock
FOR RENT=friiiniabed or
Holt It Platter.
next term of this court.
Burradell against Paducah Traction
Mr. Boone. of Birdeville, Is visit- day of the
or without "fhe place for bargains in ma' es1
with
rooms,
with Mrs. A. G. Coleman, 703 Monroe Hdndred for sale at The Sun office company, Knight against
furnished
Paducah
,
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street.
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you
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Delivered
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Crutchfield against city of Paducah. Happy Newell and Master Edward
442._New
t-het flue in the attic of a home occu- time. Palmer Transfer Co.
and Mrs. Henry Ilenneberger.
Howell against Aetna Life insurance Newell will lease) tomorrow for their
&IL Bell & Sons.
-See the Christmas boxes of
pied by C. Banks, roe-treat on Washagainst !owe, new home in Brownsville, TenneMiss
company, Herndon
FOR RENT Throp r,w)rn house-,
ington street between Eighth and fancy stationery at The Sun office,
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were overruled.
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dren: have gone to Oklahoma City to
furnished rooms. Allele 301 North
Rues Feted.
Pork
reside.
Sixth street. Old phone 1114.
15.00 14.82
May
• The following suits were filed In
Mrs. Amanda Wilhelm left yesterWANTED--Boys with wheels for
Cottontoday:
daughcourt
her
circuit
day for Nashville to visit
messenger servlee. Apply at once.
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Paducah Banking company against ter, Mrs. J. R. Wright.
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of
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John
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Rubel The master commissioner held 21,Stocks
Brothers and
S. Fels
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have no seams to come un1.76% 1.76%
You are hereby respectfully noti- against the Illinois Central, two 500 derived from the sale of a farm
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TODAY'S MARKE

Our
Pure Gum
Seamless
Hot Water Bottles
and
Fountain Syringes

MEMORY IS MONEY
TO THE TAX PAYER

Banister's
Bed Room
Slippers

$3.50 and $4

R. W.WALKER CO.

P.ft

P.kGE SIX.

Woman's Natural Enemy
" To Women, half the difficulty in gaining or retaining good
health has beeti to find out the cause of dieea.se. The other half—
avoiding or curing aiseepe---is only a Matter Of common sense.
Today the world's greatet speCifiliste and ;scientists have
/Voir,' that nearly all 4 women's diseases have onesonunon use
—uric acid—and Coinniou sense tells tile certain &Ire.
MIK ACID versus
LIFE PLANT IS
WOMAN'S GOOD HEALTH
WOMAN'S STRENGTH
Uric se-SI is it poisonous part of tile . P4n engumml„. Wise.:sour owu Roctil
judgment tells you that to cure disbody 'N V1.1ral.' matter.
you mast get rid of the thing
It is
present in the blood, !elate
;
but wpm:, overwork, any nervous that causes disease.
Woman's diseases as we have just
strain, not 'it Iv pegultleeS too much
uric 41...1 I h ut t.auses it to be deposited proven to you are largely due to uric
acid.
in tile \ .1r 41, 1.n1111. of the body.
UM KW is a solvent of uric
Tints waking or exposure during acid.
It dissolves the depohits of uric
the in. nstrual penis!, won-% , nen ova- achi out
of the delicate generative
noes or cramping the waist is followed organs. corrects
all irregularities of
by de-ix-ails of uric acid in the delicate menstruation
and relieves all ovarian
fema le I Org.,I1%.
!and womb troubles.
Thus comes all irregularities in ; To thousands u m thousands of
menstrIlearnl, womb and ovarian i women LER
isa constant corntrouble., backache, headache and ihillion. Write us Lola for full
physical wealanebs. All caused by uric information regarding' LIFE PLANT
acid- all to be cured by driving the and valuable free booklet on "Good
cause-uric acid—out of the systeni. Health."
HOW VIRIC ACIED DISILASES BEGIN
Painful, irregular, free or scanty menstruation, backache, bearing down
feeling, nervousness, loss of appetite, constipation, aleeplegswess, all show
uric acii at work. All lead to a life full of misery or the surittion•s knife.
If you hey.6.11.7 of Ikea obeyer symptoms o:di.
,or
if your stomach, k id oar* or heart is out CI!ords.r. cure
you real( io the,common aortas way. Grad I-derl: PLANT
fr.Irn your druggist LIFE PLANT should bei every
woman's constarst companion, irs health ad diesseuwa
MILD1CAl. A.DVIIICI AMID soosst.,Ev re.e..E
Write today, now, for a free copy of valuable booklet showing the way
to "Good I lealth." If there is anything ustuieal about your ease woo fully
to!, I. Miler', M.D., Pres..1ent, The Life Plant Company. Be will ..,ivise
.‘: i•. ' -,- I. t•yr wi.' be r, ,-..! ,,,. ,i i! !'. .

R

LIFE PLANT COMPANY, Canton, Ohio

Comfort and Economy
The Wilson responds so accurately
c.rs-.1 unfailingly to its dampers that when
the room is once warmed, by, opening the draft
Rettie tot'.6d11- t1Ib
-realistain
an :ibsolut, le even and healthfu! tempera;ure.

-daniper

With a

Tatlft*D.911", NOVEMBEIS 22.

THE RAPIT4li -EVESTInr.

WILSON WOOD HEATER

it is just as comfortable in tne farthest come..
of the room ne it is within a few feet of the heater.
This means health and comfort.
The patent Hot Blast Down-Draft, found
only in the Wilson, consumes every particle of
burnable elements in the -wood, thus giving
greater heat with one-half the fuel.

1COAL IS STARTED DRINK PLENTY
MRS. klitierMAY41
1101 PITTSBURG
OF GOOD WATER SUES FOR DIVORCE
T‘t enty-Four

LiLUon jiushels Valuable Presc.ription

In The Tows

Anyone Can Procure.

S
W11,1. DOUBLE

AT LOUISVILIX TALI"

Pit trburg, pa.. Noy. 22.___wit u
barges crowding one upon another
in the eagerness of Use captains and
pilots to get a good start with their
tows of coal, the towboat W. C. Jutte
hit the bar at Merriman Island, just
belew deal No. 2 in the Ohio river.
The towhoets Gillette and Enterprise
sated four barges. One barge he 011
the bar, two had sunk as a result of
the accident and one of the barges
loosened_ by the compact gloated down
the river and hit the cofferdam at
No. 3 and turned turtle, all the coal
being lost and the cofferdam inbred.
The long line of towboats was well
down the river tonight without any
other damage being suffered.
The tows of today had light boats
and barges, but the tows temorrow
will have the heavy boats, whieb contain 23,01r0 bushels each. The boats
to go out tomorrow are the Joe B.
Willtanis, .1. B. Finley, Skylark,
James A. Wood, Harr) proven,
The Raymond Horner is horrallig
In with a tow of empties and, should
be able to get away with a tow or
coal Thursday. There were about
Gott loaded craft in the tows going
out today. contaltang over 12.006,a00 bushels. The tows to go out toMorrow till eirrr almost ag Mu
sual,-as the towboat's are the lirge4
on the river and the coaiboate bold
nearly titelet. as much coal as the light
boats atiil barges of the tows of to-

leans.

30111FICas:rely by

4,
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LENOX HOTEL
IN

BUFFALO
Highest Grade

Modern

OUR OWN ELECTRIC CARRIAGES
EXCLUSIVELY FOR _PATRONS
Every kw minutes between Hotel, Depots,
Nislurves and through Bwiness District.
EUROPEAN PLAN
vs.per day sad up.

HIGH PRICES FOR OLD MASTERS

FIREPROOF THROUGHOUT

_

Proven...
,

I YOUR FIRST THOUGHT
When dwelling on the Plue)ing or Heating question is :
Who's the best to see' Ask your neighbor. Oftener than not
he will refer you to

E. D. HANNAN
Plumbing, Heating, Gas Fitting
132 :40tith Fourth
321S Kontui.:ky Ave.
13.1th Phones 101

Berlin, Nov. 22.-- A large number
of the directors of the museums aid
picture galleries of Europe and manY
collectors assembled here today to
witisera the sale at auction of the (am
ova collactIon of pictures belonging to
Barn Koenigswerther. of Vienna.
chiefly masterpieces of the Dutch
school, Baron von Gutman, of Vienra. purchased Refabrandt's portrait
of himself for $45.000; Ruben's portrait of a 'nobleman. Frederic von
Meirselar, brought $21.0000, and will
go to Paris. A landscape by Albert
Cstyps brought $19,001: two Villa
Dykte wont for $14,000 and $14.750
espectively
Camaetto's “Doge's
Palace" was sold for $3.137.: Nicholas
Lancret'a ,Rococo picture went for
$17.7•50: 3 Tenter, landscape mold for
$7,); two Rey bolds, one a portrait
Of Sir Abraham Hume, were knocked
down for 13,75'a and $3.823 respectively. and Marquet's portrait of the
Marquise does Pourianes was sold for
4:•.7;•41. 111P sale threw an Interesting light on the relative modern value
of the Dutch or Italian schools, a
Tintoretto going for only $975.
Kennedy's
Laxative (containing)
Honey and Tar moves the bowels.
Contains no opiates. Conforms to
Pure Food and Drug Law. Sold by
Lang Bros.

l'ipe season. _We have
prepared for your every
want in this line.

at
Olauber's Stable.

Both in Meerschaum and
Briar includes all that is
nesvest and best. 5e to Sin

We are ready for all kinds of hauling.

TIESMOKEIMUSE

•

233 lairsnatlwesy

imonnimenesimen
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MURDER

CASE

ON

"The people here do not drink
Louleville, Nov. 32.— Suit fur di
enough water to keep healthy," ex- votee from bed and board, for $300.claimed a well-known physician. "The 000 alituou.y and an allowance of
numerous cases of stomach
Ems a. mouth, pending
kidney and bladder disease* and
was tiled here today by
Mrs. Rail
rheumatseas are mainly due to the fact Janebluth,
wife of a wealthy tobaca
that the deituklug of water, nature's
conlat andoeurfinan.
greatest snodlcins, has been neglecLed.
Mrs. Jurigbluth charges the de-,
Stop loading your evident with patfondant with having conspired with
ent medicines and cure-ails; but get
certain discharged servants to spy,
on the water wagon. If you are realover her action* and make life MIS-.
ly isick, why, of course, take the properabie
duiing her residence on User
er medicines -plain common vegetable treatment, which will not abet- place in Oldham county.
She declaree that he has railed to
ter the nerves or ruin the stomach."
When itiqueested for such a pre- provide for her properly:
The plaintiff alleges that her husscript:con for the cure of rheumatism
said kidney troub:e the answer was: band has written her that he would,
"You must make the kidne)a do their not again recognise her as his wife,
work; they are the filters of the blood and that he not only refused to acThey must be made to strain out of quaint her with the charges he has
the blood the easte matter and acids made against her, but refused to sec
that cause rheumatism: ties urine her again..
Telling of the robbery of the Oldmust be neutrsi.zed so it will no bogc:- be a source of irrItataan to the ham county home last summer,when
bladder, and, most of all. you must jewels reported worth $30,000 to
keep these acids from forming lathe $50,000 disappeared, the- -petitio
stomach, This is the cause of stom- says:
ach troubles and poor digestion. For
"She says that during the absence
these conditions I would suggest the of the defendant in the said eitY of
following prescription., which Is' com- New York and elsewhere he wrote to
posted of on' vegetable ingredients, the plaintiff many affectionate letman
ters In which be expressed
ap
prescription pharmacy
Any one ran predation of her conduct, and that
MI1 them by shaking well in a bottle: said letters by reason of her affecFluid Extract Dandelion, one-half tion
for defendant were carefully
ounce; Compound Sargon, one ounce: preserved
by her and by her placed
Compound Syrup :Sarsaparilla, three
in a seeret receptacle in the resiouaces. To be taken in teeepoorsful
dence on said farm. That later secret
dosses after each meat and at bedtime,
agents were employed by defendant,
but don't forget the water. Drank
the residence was stealthily broken
plenty and often " This valuable ininto and said letters, togeteer with
formation and simple prescription
some personal jewelry and personal
shou:d be posted up in each homes-bold and used at the first sign of so property of the plaintiff, taken away,
attack of rheumatism, backache or and she has not sitice, said time been
urinary trouble. no matter how slight. able to find the same."
Walter klicClain Came.
Mayfield. Nov. 22 -- The Walter
McClain murder care was called In
Eteellt Ice Relies ew
Ran.
circuit churl. McClain is charged
ay W011141 Favor titswkhoklers.
with the killing of his brother Bsrthel McClain and John Canter March
Madison, Whs., Nov. 22. --Gover11. 1905, at Lynnville. In the south
nor Davidson of Wisconsin wants to
county.
know for what purposes the Chfeago part of the
and Northwestern Railroad company is going to spend the money it The beat treatment for incligesti
raisem•ou the $100,090,000 of new and troubles of the stomach is to
stock it recently decided to issue and rest the stomach. It can be rested
what rate Is going to he charged. He by a good digestant. Kodol puts the
shape to satisfactorili
desires to use this information In stomach in
perform Its functions. Good for inconnection with a recommendation
digestion, sour stomrh. flatulence
to the coming legislature for the enpalpitation of the heart and dyspepactment of a law plohibilIng the
sia. Kodol is made in eric. conovercapitalisation of public service
formity with the National Pure Food
corporation . He sent a letter to the
and Drug Law. Sold by Lang Bros.
Wisconsin railroad commission today asking it to Investigate tha stock
The Texas Wender
Issue of the Northwestern and adCures all kidney, bladder and rhett
vise hiin of the result as early as
matic troubles; sold by 3. H. Oeblconvenient. The
governor today
schlaeger, 001 Broadwry, Dr. E. w
mid: "The Inference Is that the cornHell, office 2936 Olive street, St.
-pany permits existing kockhoiders
Louie, Mo
to exercise a preferential right to
subscribe for new stock at par,
DeWitt's Kidney and Bladder Pills
though it is worth a much larger
act on both kidneys and liver, and
sum In the market. The law of the
as a result afford the quickest relief
state clearly contemplates that all
from excelsi of uric acid. Sold by
stock should be Issued for legItIlnata
Lang Bros.
Purposes."
Metal Wreaths,
We have Juet received a large supply of metal wreaths and anchors.
Iscornot Mississippi cossets
very fine C. L. Brunson & - ComOintment in South.
pany 529 Broadway.

MRS. Dtl1S CRITIC OF ST.kTE.

Pipe Time

OUR LINE OF PIPES

TELEPRONt 499

.9T

Letter
A monogram in one or two letters
In any color of Ink, and two quires
Gulport, 5loa., Nov. 22 — A privof paper for only a dollar:a special
ate letter written. six years ago by
for Christmas, at The Sun office
Mrs. .lefferson Davie expla:nipg ehy
DeWitt'. Little Early Risers. About her huaband, the president of the Conthe most reliable pill on the market. federacy. was buried in Virginia instead Of Missitelppl, has been made
Sold by Lang Bros.
public and created a profound sensesHoe theronghout the south. The leta monogram In one or two letters
ter contains sonic tart criticism of
In an,Y color of Ink, and two guinea
of paper for only a dollar, a special Missiesipprs public men of the period
at which it was written
Mrs Der's
for Christmas, at The Sun office.
says rite preferred Beauvoir as the
•
reetIng place for her heehand. but
WitSWIt OW Fat TIES Sitl.C.
that the grave would not be inviolate and she could not afford $1,0410 a
year, the expense necessary to guard
it. She says that whi:e Louisiana and
Virginia were anxious to have the
remaine, Mississippi was Cleat until
after the body had been interred in
Richnaond
F'all and Winter is the

CITY TRANSFER CO.
Now located

rats

nature of the alternating
THEelectric
current supplying light
and power is to be changed very
shortly. This will effect all of our
customer; having buzz fau.s and
maU motors that are attached to the
same wires that supply light. If you

have either a small motor or buzz
fan we would thank you -to advise us
immediately in order that we may
take the necessary steps to adapt
your machine to the changed conditions.

Great Interest of Kornigswerther Fedleclloa in Berlin.
GOVERNOR TO 141F'T STOCK ISSUE

—

GEORGE DVCEISCHERER

ines0 Tribulations.

inn. Boat With Barges hoe. •%ground Nature's Great itrillet4 for Stomach Husband Maireatet1 41er in t•ufeelat Cofferdam, No, 3, and
Trouble., Kidney and Bladder
ing Fashion end aca Servants
Barges &Sink.
Messes and Ithruniathon.
to Spy.

The big Sprague will probably
break all records with, the tows given
her *hen the tows leaving now reach
Louisvil:e. The Sprague is kept working between Louisville and New Or-

BANK BROS.

Which Tells Strange Tale of Her Do-

Twelve 'noting women of Madison.
shucked eight barrels of corn and
sold It for the missionary siecietY at
$3.10 a barrel.
Good for everything a salve is used
for, DeWitt's Witch Raze! Salve,
Get DeWitt's. solo by Lang Bros.
Molly a married man gnee to a near
1/ saloon for a "ensile" because he
gets nothisg but frowns at home,
,
_

Caseasweet is a nanuiess compound
Of vegetable extracts that is wondcr
fit' in its beneficial effects on the titoin
ache; of babies and children Recommended and sold by Lang Bros

"Seeing the Southwest"

EXCURSIONS
Doubtless, you have heard of the Bumper crops %inch ii.t,e
been raised this year in Arkansas. Louisiana. Oklahoma, Indian
Territory, Texas and New Mexico. Have you compared them
with remits obtained in your section7 le your work wheee you
are, bringing you adequate returns for the capital invested and the
labor expended? If not, a change would be beneficial perhaps. A
visit to the Southwest will open your eyes. Out In Oklahoma the
last ti/g lead owning is won to take place; farms are still very
cheap In Western Arkansas, Northern Louisiana and the Gulf
Coast of Texas. Let us give iott full information about these
sections. You will want to see them after you have examined our
illustrated literature
•

VERY LOW RATES, ONE WAY AND RETURN TRIP
to southwestern points first and third Tuesdays each month
Om IL Lee, Ow Pass Mat kees wine,
I. N. Carailiar, As* IMa. Pus, goat frusta
time het Art.
Paul S. Weesvesr,

1t TNt
Pass.. Amt.

ROCK ISLAND -- FRISCO LINES
Nestmfiviiie.
Tenn.

W. P.
F. Paircia,
treaidaat.

R. RUDY,
Caddar

P PORYZSIt,
assistant cashier

Citizen's rscore
Saving
JSauI
rad
Capital
Surplus
Stock holders liability

$100,000
60,000
100,000

Total security to depositors

$250,000

Accounts of individuals and firms solicited. We appreciate
=all as well as large depositors and accord to all the same
courteous treatment.

Braieh irolionhlat women are sit t.ii
Mg for lower duties on Chinese iteposted for domestic purpesea

74("T'S

PENNYROYAL PILLS
Sate rand reliable, they
overrom• weakness, to
croase vtor. banish ado&
No remedy equals DR.
/NOTTSPENNYROYAL PILLS.
3014 be DosaanstiodOr. Mo.'s
Cluma al Co.. Claw:land. Onto.

The Prices Below Will Be

Made Until Dec. 31, 1906
Gold Shell Crown, t2k..
Gold Fillings

93.50

1 00
Si I ver
.50
Plate Fillings
.75
[fridge work and all grades ,,f

plate work kuarantetti. Patnlese
extraction of teeth.

Inierest Paid on Time Depo3ita

Open Saturday nights from seven to eight o'clock
Third and Broadway

TO LET
Several superior offices: on second and
third floors of our building, provided with
heat, water, light, electric elevator and Modern
sanitary arrangements.
Prices lowest in city for similar offices--double offices especially adapted for dentists.

DR.KING BROOKS

American.German National Bank

DIENTIST
1131‘tis tend tirosstiwtay

227 Broadway
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Here We Are Again===Brought Our Tenth Friday Bargain Sale

Friday
Millinery
Bulletin

It's a hummer. Big Bargains in it. Want to tell you about it---want to show you through tomorrow (Friday). Please get here before too many of the
Best Bargains have been sold out. There are many excellent values and remarkable bargains not mentioned in today's printed list of Friday Specials

All the new shapes
in tine silk l'aon Velvet Hats itt only

$1.00 Friday
Choice of

all our

line Ftench and wool
telt

Dress

Hats

41,1

in

black and eolors

75c Friday
.,1 all our
tine Felt Hats, Hats
and Peter Pans, at

75c Friday

BREWS tiOODEI BULLETIN.
BULLETIN, Clieek DEPARTMENT.
UNDERWEAR BULLETIN.
10e Children and iMisees Union
23e all wool Tricot Waletings, FS'SFive $20 Coat Suits Friday $12.50
Suits Friday !4c.
day, 19c a yard.
each.
75 Women's Vests and Pants, Fri25e black Dress Goods, 36 inehee
Seven $25 Coat Suits Friday $15 day 24c.
wide, Friday Yee a yard.
•
each.
Broken lot Boys' Heavy Fleeced
etic Ladies' Cloth 35 Inches wide.
Lined abets and Drawers, Friday 24c.
Three $35 Coats Friday $25 e. -b.
Friday 32c a yard.
90 Boys' and Girl's extra
heavy
Eight $15 Coats in fancy mixtures,
75e Red Whipcord 46 inches wide.
Union suits, all vises, Friday 47c.
Friday $10 each.
Friday 27 %c a yard.
441 Men's Union Suits Fleece Lined,
Thirteen $5 Coats In niletures, Fri$1e0 Black Silk and Wool Voile,
worth $1, Friday 75c a suit.
day
$3.
:i0
each.
10Rday eite a yard.
65 Men's heavy Fleece Lined Shirts
Eleven $4 Black Silk Waists, Fri- and Drawers, Friday 43e.
$1.25•Black Heavy Panama Cli..A,
day $2.95 each.
Friday 69c a yard.
50 Men's heavy Wool Fleeced Shirts
$1.50 Black Nub Suiting, Friday
Fifteen $5 Plaid Silk Waists, Fri- and Drawers $1.5e, Friday $1.00 a
75c a yard.
day $3 48 each.
suit.

FRIDAY BULLETIN.
1400 pards of attractive lec dark
Outing Cloth, slightly damaged Friday Sc a yard.
Soft Finished Bleached Domestic,
Friday Sc a yard,
Desirable Dress Ginghame, Friday
5e a yard.
5 aisles 04-inchSnow White Table
Linen, Friday 54c a yard.
Another lot new Plaid Belts, Friday 24c and 48c each.
Fascinators, Scarfs and Wool and
Silk Shawls, Friday 24c, 48e, 73e,
98e, $1.45, $1.69, $1.98, $2.45 sad
$2.95 each.

Harbour's Department Store .61
'production. The
ret service bathe matter in hand, and is hard at
work trying to run down the "plant"'
where the note is manufactured. It
1- not known definitely just bow many of the counterfeits are In eircula-.
toe

BrIALETIN CLOTHING DEPART.
MKNT.
25 Boys' $4 Overcoats, ages 4 to 8,
Friday $1.50 eat-h.
IS Does' $4 suits, Friday $2.48
each.
14 Men's $15 Suits, Friday $8.48
each.
12 Men's $15 Overcoats, Friday
$8.93 each.
110 Men's $3 Hats, Friday 21.48
each.
12 pairs Men's $4 Pants. Friday
$2.43 smelt.
Boys' Sweaters, big assortment for
all ages at 4tic to $1.9S each,

SHOE BULLETIN.
A revelation in shoe values. Thou
sande of pairs of Shoes here are noe
.carrying prices every day In the work
fully one-fourth less than
shoe values.
PER.

present

But Friday is still BET-

Every pair is reduced for Fri--

day selling.

Some are reduced 5c,

some 10c, some 15e, some 25e, some
35c, some 50e, some 75c and some
are reduced for 4rese Friday sales as
much as $1.06 a pairs

North Third Street
HALF SQUARE FROM BROADWAY
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HITCHCOCK GOES
WITH CORTELYOU

LITTLE INTEREST
IN NEXT CONGRESS

ANNUAL REPORT
06.4
Bosoms
OF DEPARTMENT

•

To

Is

l'repared And lavestoriea Are Ordered

Starched

Right

Ever have your shirts returned from the laundry
with the bosom starched only in spots and with starch
daubed all around the neckband and sides of the
bosom?
We have a machine which saves you from such
annoyances.
No chance to daub starch all over the rest of the
shirt with this machine.
Let us demonstrAte its value to you. 1

THE UP-TO-DATE STAR LAUNDRY
Both Phones 200. 120 North Fourth St.

FOR INSURANCE
That Insures See

5-

ABRAM L. WEIL & CO.

CRUEL HUSBAND

Fire, cyclone, life, bonds, accident, liability,
health, marine, boiler, plate

MONEY PLANTED

r

Both Phones:

Office 369.

Residence 726

Foreman Bros: Novelty Co.
ELECTRICAL SIUPPLIES
House wiring, electric plants installed.
Complete machine shop.

!It
Come to Breakfast

Pabst Is
Best of All.

Mrs. Austinis Pancake Flour

.. TELEPHONE GROWTH..

,Your Eyes:

Pabst
BlueRibbon

May Need Attention
---Need it Badly.

Do You Know thc Risk
You Run?

c.: pt.

CIUY NANCE & SON
Undertakers and E.rnbalmers

1

STEINFELD OPTICAL CO.

T. most men's minds an ideal wife
is that of an acquaintance who is said
to spoil her husband.

Oplical Hesdsvartns

Padscalt-,

SO* BROADWAY

It has been observed, that the averIt Isn't very much coseolation to
age matt Is neveg.ao happy
ae when the homely girl to be told that beast?'
.
be is Posing Ala
is oailtakie <beep.
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